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Action recognition in Taekwondo competitions and training is an important task, which can provide a very valuable reference
factor for technicians, athletes, and coaches. We propose a graph convolution framework with part of the perception structure to
recognize, decompose, and analyze Taekwondo actions. Taking advantage of the long short-term memory of a part of the
perception structure, the recognized Taekwondo actions are marked in time series, and then features are extracted from the graph
convolution level to obtain the spatial and temporal associations between joints. Predict the action category and perform score
matching based on the manual tag database. Finally, it is verified on our self-made Taekwondo competition data set. Our method
has an average accuracy of 90% in action recognition, and an average action score matching rate of 74.6%. +e accuracy of action
recognition is high, which provides great assistance to Taekwondo e training and competitions.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of science and technology, the
sports industry urgently needs the intervention of artificial
intelligence technology. +is field has gradually attracted a lot
of research. Previously, sports training was done in a more
traditional manner. When the coach explains the training
essentials to the athletes, the manner they play the video is not
obvious, lacking in sensibility and interaction for the athletes
[1].With the upgrading of computer vision technology, human
motion recognition began to be applied to the sports training
industry. +e development of these technologies has directly
promoted the interpretation, prediction, and interaction of
training actions in the sports industry. +ey have become a
factor in the successful application of techniques and tactics in
the process of sports training [2]. Taekwondo competitions
have been updated day by day, and new technical systems have
been introduced for training and practical exercises, which
have a direct connection to Taekwondo athletes to obtain better
results. Different from the development of the scoring system,

themodel of athletes adapting to technical and tactical methods
to achieve victory has gradually become standard [3]. It is
important to understand the technical actions of players in
taekwondo competitions. +e number of actions that occur in
taekwondo battles is very high [4], but only a few achieve the
main goal, which is to score [5, 6]. +e main focus of un-
derstanding the scoring actions and thus promoting victory is
not unique to Taekwondo. It has also been the research object
of other fighting sports such as karate [7], boxing [8], fencing
[9], and judo [10].

In order to be able to recognize taekwondo actions, in-
depth analysis of the scoring points of each action is required,
to provide athletes with skills during the training process.+is
paper uses an action recognition algorithm to recognize and
decompose the actions of athletes in the Taekwondo com-
petition. However, action recognition has higher require-
ments for scenes and characters, so in most cases, the tasks
faced are more complicated. +erefore, most scholars have
begun to study motion recognition methods based on bone
joint points. +e bone joint point–based action recognition
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method and the image-based action recognition method are
very different in principle, and the recognition effect is also
very different [11]. Bone-based methods mainly rely on
human skeleton data, and image recognition relies on a va-
riety of pattern information, which is more susceptible to
nonobjective factors. With the development of convolutional
neural networks, human bone keypoint detection algorithm
technology has made great breakthroughs in accuracy and
precision. Skeleton data, as the mainstream input for action
recognition, provide a more solid foundation for action
recognition algorithms. Most researchers prefer to use bone
data instead of RGB data, because bone data are compact and
low in cost, and are not affected by nonobjective factors.

In the previous neural network action recognition tasks, the
spatial relationship between joints has not been used, and
features can only be extracted from the time level. Some re-
searchers started to focus on this problem and validated various
neural network models through experiments and finally found
that long short-term memory (LSTM) neural network can
obtain the spatial relationship between joints.+e LSTMneural
network can divide the bones and joints into independent
parts, then implement partial feature perception for each part,
so as to extract the features of the part, and finally obtain the
spatial relationship between joints through the association
between the partial features. Each part corresponds to an in-
dependent LSTM network, and finally, all the outputs are
combined. +e proposal of this method improves the use of
space. However, the network is subject to manual network
architecture predetermined rules, resulting in poor overall
network robustness. +e graph convolutional network (GCN)
is used to recognize actions [12], which enriches the feature
capture at the time and space level. AlthoughGCN is often used
in the analysis and classification of social networks, it is ex-
traordinary in processing arbitrary graph structures [13]. +e
application of CNN in action recognition only stays at the 2D
and 3D levels. +e GCN can learn feature information from
adjacent joints in the skeleton data. Some researchers have
focused on designing a GCN architecture suitable for bones.
For example, Li proposed a spatial temporal graph convolu-
tional network (ST-GCN), which first modeled the bone joint
point data, performed spatiotemporal convolution on all joint
points, and obtained the spatial correlation and time corre-
lation, and then used filters for feature capture. Gao et al. [14]
used GCN to obtain spatiotemporal features from the bone
joint point, which gave the model strong expressive ability and
good generalization ability.

Based on the previous investigations and experiments, the
purpose of this research is to identify and decompose the
scoring techniques in the Taekwondo competition.+e analysis
results will provide valuable references for technicians, coaches,
and athletes; help improve Taekwondo training methods; and
optimize skills and tactics systems [15].+erefore, to extract the
important features of bone joint point-based Taekwondo ac-
tion, a new approach combining LSTM and ST-GCN is
provided. According to the temporal and spatial relationship
between human bones, each frame is coded in sequence.
+rough the coded bone joint point sequence, the dynamic
changes can be mapped in real time. +e LSTM algorithm
recognizes the network topology features as an input.

2. Related Work

In the study of motion recognition, compared with RGB
data, bone data are not affected by a nonobjective envi-
ronment and have high robustness, so it is widely used.
Skeleton diagrams belong to non-Euclidean space and are
fundamentally different from grid data. +e skeletal data are
arranged in a grid to use the structure of the neural network
to obtain powerful feature learning capabilities [16, 17].
However, Monti et al. [18] raised a problem that in the vertex
domain, meaningful operators cannot be fully expressed.
+erefore, most current research points to GCNs because
the operators defined by GCN networks are not in the vertex
domain, but in the non-Euclidean space. Yan et al. proposed
a bone-based action recognition method for the first time
[19]. Gao et al. proposed a GCN network based on sparse
regression to take advantage of the dependence between
joints [14]. Shi et al. proposed a dual-stream method that
uses the GCN architecture to capture the second-order
information between the joints while acquiring the joint
information, and then uses the classification strategy to filter
the features [20]. Ourmethod still uses graph convolution, as
graph topology matrix can help us better traverse the
skeleton task.

NAS (neural architecture search) [21] is a crucial
component of automated machine learning, which auto-
matically builds neural networks. At present, there have been
a large number of literature focusing on NAS research, such
as the reinforcement learning and black-box optimization
researched by Zoph; the evolutionary search method
researched by Real et al. [22]; the gradient-based processing
proposed by Liu et al. [23]. In addition, Liu has unique
insights in search space network design; in the realm of
semantic segmentation and picture automated classification
architecture design, Saxena et al. have more in-depth re-
search. Although the method based on RGB data is not
robust, Peng et al. still have a very high right to speak in the
field of RGB data processing [24]. At present, Pham et al.
proposed to optimize the graph neural network of ENAS to
achieve inductive learning and citation, and the effect is also
quite good [25]. Compared with our tasks, there is a certain
gap, because its goal is to find a network with only two to
three layers of conversion, propagation, and aggregation
functions so that the post-decomposition work of Taek-
wondo can be effectively completed.

Graph convolutional neural networks have great ad-
vantages in irregular data and biological data processing, and
they have gradually been applied to social networks and have
begun to show their prowess. At the beginning of the def-
inition of GCN, Defferrard proposed a spectral domain
method, which aims to decompose the Fourier domain
model at the time level [26]. Monti proposed a node domain
method to realize the free switching of operators between
graph nodes and leader nodes. However, the above studies
are difficult to simulate the global structure of GCN. In order
to further optimize GCN, Veli introduces an attention
mechanism, which realizes automatic selection of key in-
formation [27] in all outputs. Since then, Velickovic and
others have continued to explore the road of optimizing
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GCN and proposed a node classificationmethod of attention
mechanism graph with better results. Sankar also researched
the attention mechanism. He said that the attention
mechanism was introduced into the dual dimensions of time
and space, and in the process of achieving self-attention, he
predicted better characteristics. Nevertheless, our approach
is unique. We need to construct a dynamic display of joint
points through the correlation characteristics between
Taekwondo actions. +e other is the problem of calculating
the weights of different representations or different frames.

3. Method

3.1. Taekwondo Action and Scoring. Taekwondo is a martial
art mainly based on legwork. In actual combat, the use of
footwork can ensure that the power of the legs is fully utilized,
which is of great significance for achieving victory in actual
combat. Taekwondo mainly uses the hind legs as the core
strength, so the footwork of Taekwondo has distinct char-
acteristics.+e athlete’s center of gravity needs to fall between
the feet or the front foot, and most of the body posture is to
stand sideways to protect the body and the vital parts below so
that the back legs can be turned by twisting the waist and
turning the hips to increase the strength and speed of hitting.
In our research, we mainly analyze the scoring points of
eleven taekwondo actions, which are a front kick, push kick,
cross kick, downward kick, side kick, hook kick, back kick,
backspin kick, single leg kick, double leg kick, and double
flying kick. According to relevant research, taekwondo is a
sport mainly based on leg actions.+erefore, this paper, as the
first stage of Taekwondo action decomposition research, will
take leg action as the main research object. In the later re-
search, the action decomposition research of other body parts
such as the hand will be gradually increased. +e main
Taekwondo leg actions are shown in Figure 1.

In the scoring system of Taekwondo, a precise and
powerful hit to the effective scoring area using the allowed
techniques is required to score in the competition. 3 points
are awarded for headbutts, 2 points for spin kicks and back
kicks, 1 point for other techniques, and no additional points
for the referee’s reading. +e maximum score for a technique
is 3 points, and the valid scoring areas include the abdomen
and both ribs, and the areas of the face that are allowed to be
attacked. If the permitted technique is used to hit a nonvalid
scoring area protected by protective gear, the knockdown will
be scored. +e specific scoring rules are shown in Table 1.

3.2. Graph Convolutional Network. We will go through the
search-based GCN in detail in this part. To keep the article
self-contained, we go over how to utilize GCN to represent
spatial maps briefly.

Consider the undirected graph G � V, E, A{ } composed
of n � |V|. +e nodes connected by |E| are encoded in the
adjacency matrix A ∈ Rn×n. Let X ∈ Rn X be the input
representation of G, and xi,∀i ∈ V  be its n elements. +en,
in order to model the representation of G, the graph is
Fourier transformed, so that the transformed signal, such as
in Euclidean space, can then process basic calculation

formulas, such as filtering. For this reason, the graph
Laplacian L whose normalization is defined as
L � In − D− 1/2AD− 1/2, and Dii � jAij is used for Fourier
transform. +en, the graph filtered by the operator gθ,
parameterized by θ, can be expressed as

Y � gθ(L)X � Ugθ(Λ)U
T
X, (1)

where Y is the extracted graphic feature. U is the Fourier
basis, which is a set of orthogonal eigenvectors of L, so
L � UΛUT, where Λ is the corresponding eigenvector.
However, multiplying with the eigenvector matrix is ex-
pensive. +e computational burden of this nonparametric
filter is O(n2). As suggested by Hammond et al. [28], the
filter gθ can be a good approximation of the Chebyshev
polynomial of order R.

Y � 
R

r�0
θr
′Tr(L)X (2)

where θr
′ represents the Chebyshev coefficient. Chebyshev

polynomial Tr(
L) is recursively defined as

Tr(
L) � 2LTr−1(

L) − Tr−2(
L), (3)

T0 � 1 and T1 � L. Here L � 2L/λmax − In is normalized
to [−1, 1]. For equation (2), the work in Kipf’s research [29]
sets R � 1, λmax � 2 and adapts the network to this change.
In this way, the first-order approximation of the spectro-
gram convolution is formed. So,

Y � θ0′X + θ1′ L − In( X � θ0′X + θ1′ D
− 1/2

AD
− 1/2

 X. (4)

Similarly, θr
′ can also be approximated by a uniform

parameter θ, that is, θ � θ0 � −θ1, so that the training
process can adapt to the approximation error, then

Y � θ In + D
− 1/2

AD
− 1/2

 X. (5)

+e computational cost is O(|E|). Multiple GCN layers
can be stacked to obtain advanced graph features. For
simplicity, in the following sections, we set
L � In + D− 1/2AD− 1/2. In general, X ∈ Rn×C and multi-
channel. +erefore

Y � LXθ. (6)

Yan proposed the ST-GCNmethod in 2018.+is method
uses the bone joint matrix as input to obtain the spatio-
temporal features between the joint points. +e method we
propose takes the function of the module as the demarcation
point, separately obtains the spatiotemporal features before
the skeleton node, and maps into a dynamic network,
abandoning the predefined graph.

3.3. Inception Structure. A huge proportion of classic
scholars have demonstrated that the convolutional neural
network will cause the receptive field to have the charac-
teristics of scaling invariance [30]. +erefore, in the appli-
cation process, the network should be optimized, and multi-
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scale filters should be appropriately combined selectively to
achieve good generalization performance.

Szegedi et al. [31] found a structure, which they called
inception, which can fuse convolution kernels of different
scales, as shown in Figure 2. When the previous layer’s
output becomes the input, the extracted feature map will
be shunted, and the convolution kernels of different sizes
will obtain feature information of different scales. How-
ever, this method also has a disadvantage, that is, too many
kernels can easily cause gradient explosion. To deal with
the issue, Lin et al. [32] add one-dimensional convolution
(conv1 × 1) before the original structure, followed by the
activation function ReLU. In this way, the one-dimen-
sional convolution adds the receptive fields corresponding
to each other, greatly reducing the amount of calculation,
and also realizing the feature fusion between different
channels.

Considering that the trained data are all single-channel
data, they are represented as 2D matrix in the neural
network. And, each part of the human bone data that we take

contains three adjacent joints, forming a three-
dimensional data with a column number of 3. A time series
of joint coordinates is represented by every column of the
matrix.

Front Kick

Back KickSide Kick Backspin Kick

Push Kick Downward Kick Cross Kick Hook Kick

Figure 1: Regular taekwondo action.

Table 1: Taekwondo action scoring and requirements.

Score Requirement
1 Attack with hands to the middle or high section; attack with feet to the middle section; perfect defense

2 Attack with the feet to the high section; jump into the air and hit the high section with hands (foot off the ground); jumpwith the feet
to attack the middle section

3 Jump up and attack to the high section; jump up to 180 degrees and turn and kick to the middle section; jump up to 180 degrees or
more and turn around and attack to the high section

4 Jump up 180-degree turnaround leg kick to high section; jump up 360 degrees or more turnaround leg kick to the middle section
5 Jump 360 degrees or more, turn and kick to the high section

Filter
concatenation

1×1 Conv 3×3 Conv 5×5 Conv 3×3 Max
Pooling

Previous layer

Figure 2: Inception structure.
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A convolution kernel with a scale of m× n has a span of
scale m in the time dimension, and arranges n of each scale
in a 3D sequence. Consider it a single-joint temporal con-
volution. From the perspective of the m× n convolution
kernel, m is the time window spanning the entire time se-
quence, and has the following representation:

h
m×n

� w0p
k
t + w1p

k
t+1 + · · · + wm−1p

k
t+m−1. (7)

When the m× n convolution kernel is applied to extract
spatial and temporal features from the action labels, the
following output forms can be adopted:

h
m×n

� 
m−1

i�0


m−1

j�0
wijp

k+j
t+i . (8)

+e pixels in the image structure have continuity, but the
graph structure does not have this feature. +erefore,
pooling operations cannot be performed between different
joint point coordinates. +erefore, in the inception struc-
ture, the pooling operation only appears in the temporal
convolution dimension, and the size of the pooling opera-
tion is (s× 1). For a single joint, its trajectory can be regarded
as continuous. In this case, in the temporal dimension, the
pooling process can be carried out.

3.4. Partially Aware Network. Long short-term memory
neural network (LSTM) was proposed by Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber [33] in 1997.

LSTM is a derivative of Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN). Since 2010, it has been proven that RNN has been
successfully applied to speech recognition [34], language
modeling [35], and text generation [36]. However, the
disappearance of gradients and explosions makes RNN
difficult to apply to long-term dynamics research. As an
improved network of RNN, LSTM can handle this problem
well. LSTM gives the network a lot of freedom, so that the
network memory unit has an adaptive solution to learn and
update information, which greatly improves the perfor-
mance of some perception networks.

Assume that X � (x1, x2, . . . , xn) represents an input
sentence composed of word representations of n words. In
every position t, the RNN produces a hidden layer h in the
middle denoted as yt, and the hidden state ht uses a non-
linear activation function to update the previously hidden
layers ht−1 and the input xt, as follows:

yt � σ Wyht + by ,

ht � f ht−1, xt( ,
(9)

where Wy and by are the parameter matrices and vectors
learned during the training process, and σ represents the
element-wise softmax function.

+e LSTM unit includes an input gate it, a forget gate ft,
an output gate ot, and a memory unit ct to update the hidden
state ht, as follows:

it � σ Wixt + Viht−1 + bi( ,

ft � σ Wfxt + Vfht−1 + bf ,

ot � σ Woxt + Voht−1 + bo( ,

ct � ft ⊙ ct−1 + it ⊙ tanh Wcxt + Vcht−1 + bc( ,

ht � ot ⊙ tanh ct( ,

(10)

where ʘ is a kind of function which is similar to the
multiplication operate, V represents a matrix related to
weight, and b represents the learning vector. To increase the
model’s performance, morpheme training was carried out
on two LSTMs. +e first one is a morpheme that begins on
the left and works its way to the right; the next one is a
reverse duplicate of a character. Before passing to the next
layer, the outputs of the forward and reverse passes are
combined in series. Finally, the prediction value is observed
using the activation function.

After understanding the partial perception algorithm
LSTM, I was inspired by it, because in the human body
recognition process, the human skeleton will be divided into
multiple parts. Each part is an interconnected joint. +ese
parts composed of joints are made by hand, for the graph
convolution to be able to explore the relationship between
these parts and extract the corresponding spatial features of
the joint points. To obtain the information of a point in
GCN, it is necessary to start from the field of that point.
According to the adjacency matrix in the field, the skeleton
data are automatically segmented, and then all the feedback
information is input to the next joint point to complete the
capture of the feature points of the entire human skeleton.
+rough this operation, the defects of manual design fea-
tures are avoided, and the spatial features on the time series
are obtained.

If an ordinary convolutional neural network is used, all
parts will be merged into a whole for feature extraction of
convolution operations. Partial perception networks can
divide joints into different departments and capture indi-
vidual features for each part. Separately extracting features in
this way helps to explore the connection between parts, that
is, the spatial temporal relationship between joints, as shown
in Figure 3.

3.5. Network Structure. Our Taekwondo action recognition
network structure is shown in Figure 4. When the athlete’s
bone features are input to the Part Dividing layer, all joints
are grouped and merged, and each 3 joints share one part. A
channel matrix is formed when all of the parts are put to-
gether, and then the three-channel spatiotemporal features
are extracted from these channel matrices through the graph
convolutional layer. Finally, all the extracted spatial tem-
poral features are input into the fully connected layer, as
shown in Figure 5.

To obtain the actions of the Taekwondo athletes, we
stacked 7 GCN units. Each GCN unit is made up of a partial
perceptual GCN layer, a BatchNorm layer, and a ReLU
activation layer. +e convolutional layer in each unit is filled
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according to requirements, with a step size of 1, as shown in
Figure 6. +erefore, the size of the bone data will not change
from input to output through these convolutional layers.

According to the preliminary test, the 7, 5, and 3 layers are
supplemented with the initial structure.+en, set the first two
layers to (3×1) filters. +e third layer is the Inception
structure, supplemented by (1× 1), (3×1), and (3× 3) filters.
+e fourth and sixth layers are supplemented by (3×1) filters.
+e fifth and seventh layers are consistent with the first layer
structure. +e global network structure is shown in Figure 4.

4. Experiments

4.1. Data set. Taekwondo is a kind of sports, and there is no
dedicated data set for taekwondo action recognition in the

world. To verify the performance of our method, we applied
to the relevant departments for the data of the Chinese
Taekwondo competition. In data processing, we use
Openpose to preprocess the action video data. After the
preprocessed data, we manually proofread the Taekwondo
action, and then perform a series of tasks such as label
production and action score matching. +e following ex-
periments are all based on this data set. A total of 45,000
training sets and 5,000 test sets are prepared.

4.2. Training. All experiments in this paper are executed on
the Ubuntu framework, and configure python 3.7 as the
language environment version. +e experimental hardware
environment uses RTX 2080 GPU, Intel i7-7700 CPU, 50GB
memory, and Pycharm Community 2021 as development
tools. +e Max-Margin criterion is used during training. It
concentrates on the model’s decision boundary’s robustness
and proposes a probabilistic-based estimating approach as
an alternative. To avoid the difficulty of over-fitting during
the training of the deep network, the dropout method was
used in the training. +e relevant training parameters are
shown in Table 2:

4.3. Experimental Result. +is paper proposes a method of
convolutional time-space diagram to recognize Taekwondo
athletes’ actions. It mainly involves two parts of innovation,
namely, the GCN network and part of the perception
structure. In order to verify their respective effects, ablation

J1

J2

J3

J4 J5

Figure 3: Spatial relationship of human skeleton joints.

Skeleton Data

Input

Part Dividing Layer GCNs Block FC Layer

Output

Action Label

Figure 4: Global network structure.

X-Channel
Y-Channel
Z-Channel

Time

Figure 5: Part dividing layer structure.
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experiments were carried out. First, replace the network
structure with a pure GCNnetwork, named after the letterG,
and build a GCN module performance verification exper-
imental group. Secondly, replace the GCN module in the
network with an LSTM structure and name it with the letter
L to construct an experimental group to verify the perfor-
mance of the LSTMmodule. Our method will be verified on
a self-made Taekwondo competition data set, and the
original GCN network will be compared with our method.
From the level of joint recognition accuracy (Joint), bone
recognition accuracy (Bone), accuracy (Acc), and parameter
number (Param), the experimental results are shown in
Table 3.

Table 2 shows that the GCN approach is effective, the
overall accuracy is increased by 3.7%, and the number of
parameters is also lowered accordingly. +rough the partial

perception structure method, the overall accuracy is increased
by 7.5%, and the portion of parameters is lowered by half.+e
experimental results show that part of the perceptual struc-
ture contributes more to the overall performance improve-
ment. Although the overall performance improvement effect
of GCN is not as good as the part of the perceptual structure,
it is indispensable at the level of capturing global information.
+e two methods contrast with each other. +e experimental
results demonstrate that our proposed GCNmethod based on
partial perception structure is effective.

In order to further verify the effectiveness of this method,
this paper compares four different types of bone-based
action recognition methods, namely, Dynamic Skeleton
[37], P-LSTM [16], TCN [38], and ST-GCN [12]. Among
them, Dynamic represents hand-made action recognition
methods; TCN represents CNN-based action recognition
methods; P-LSTM represents RNN-based action recognition
methods; and ST-GCN represents GCN-based action rec-
ognition methods. +e above 4 methods and the IST-GCN
method in this paper are verified on the self-made Taek-
wondo competition data set. +e experimental results are
shown in Table 4.

Table 3 shows that the verification experiment of the self-
made Taekwondo competition data set yielded positive re-
sults, the GCN-based action recognition method is better
than other types of action recognition methods, which
proves that the graph convolutional network has a huge

ReLU Activation

ReLU Activation

Batch Normalization

Batch Normalization

Graph Convolution

Graph Convolution

Dropout

Figure 6: GCN block internal structure.

Table 2: Training parameter settings.

Parameter Value
Epoch 70
Regularization 0.0001
Dropout rate 0.5
Initial learning rate 0.05
Hidden unit number 200
Weight attenuation coefficient 0.0005
Momentum 0.9
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advantage in the realm of action recognition. +e effect of
taekwondo action recognition by this method is shown in
Figure 7, and the action category and corresponding score
are, respectively, marked.

+rough our method, all data of taekwondo competi-
tions are identified and decomposed. +e most frequently
used technical actions in the game include: forward kick,
side kick, push kick, down split, back kick, back spin kick,
whirlwind kick, side kick, and other techniques. Perform
statistical analysis on the identification data and accuracy of
each technology, and match the scores. +e results are
shown in Table 5.

+e results of taekwondo action recognition by our
method are shown in Table 2. From the above data and
analysis, it can be seen that in terms of the technical use of
high-level Taekwondo athletes in simulated competitions in
the team, the front kick and cross kick techniques are the
most commonly used and best skills for athletes, whether it is
the technique usage rate or the technical score rate. All of
them are among the best. At the same time, rotating
technology is more difficult to use and has higher re-
quirements for specific physical fitness, so the utilization rate
is generally low.+e accuracy of Taekwondo technical action
recognition is maintained at 80%, and the score matching

Table 3: Results of ablation experiments.

Method Joint (%) Bone (%) Acc (%) Param (M)
ST-GCN 81.1 81.8 82.1 3.14
G 84.9 85.2 85.8 2.36
L 88.8 89.1 89.6 1.61
Ours 90.9 91.5 92.2 1.36

Table 4: Comparison of different types of action recognition methods.

Method Action recognition accuracy (%) Accurate scoring accuracy (%)
Dynamic skeleton 61.2 46.2
P-LSTM 63.9 51.3
TCN 75.3 64.1
ST-GCN 82.5 69.3
Ours 90.7 74.6

Table 5: Taekwondo competition data recognition and analysis results.

Taekwondo action Usage
frequency Score frequency Total score Action recognition

accuracy (%)
Score match

correct rate (%)
Front kick 1845 25 53 86 69
Cross kick 866 94 186 90 74
Push kick 1566 25 49 86 71
Downward kick 180 9 12 91 77
Double flying kick 102 15 31 92 65
Single leg kick 131 299 33 93 69
Hook kick 21 2 8 88 73
Back kick 55 6 16 86 76
Backspin sick 16 0 0 95 69
Side kick 23 0 0 96 72

Figure 7: Action recognition and scoring effect.
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rate is relatively low. Because there are a lot of nonhuman
factors in the Taekwondo action, there is a certain error in
the score matching rate. In the next study, we will focus on
the accuracy of the score matching rate.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we examine the current state of work and
research in the realm of action recognition before moving on
to research on Taekwondo action recognition. Taekwondo is
a sport, and its action recognition is an important task,
which can provide a very valuable reference factor for
technicians, athletes, and coaches. But action decomposition
and score matching are a difficult point in this technique.
+is paper proposes a graph convolution framework of part
of the perception structure to recognize, decompose, and
analyze Taekwondo actions. Taking advantage of the long
short-term memory of part of the perception structure, the
recognized Taekwondo actions are marked in time series,
and then features are extracted from the graph convolution
level to obtain the spatial and temporal associations between
joints. Predict the action category and perform score
matching based on the manual tag database. In general, our
method has an average accuracy of 90% in action recog-
nition, and an average action score matching rate of 74.6%.

Because of the lowmatching rate of Taekwondo scores in
this paper, in the future, we hope to use a dual-stream graph
convolutional network to process actions, so that the sec-
ondary feature sequence of the action can be obtained, to get
the second match between the action and the score, and
further improve the score matching rate. Deeper picture
feature extraction is also a key direction for our future
research.
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